The Choose-Your-Own Opera
The Choose-Your-Own Opera is a playful one-hour revue that
weaves beautiful and silly operatic arias and small ensembles into
different story threads that the audience gets to choose between at
key plot points. Which characters do you think should be
romantically involved? Should they all die tragic deaths or have a
big party at the end? These choices and more are in the
audience’s hands. Both people who are entirely new to opera and
connoisseurs with a sense of humor can enjoy this fun and
innovative romp through the repertoire.
The cast consists of five singers and one pianist, and the potential musical excerpts in any given show range
from Monteverdi to Mozart to Bizet to Verdi to Douglas Moore. The show travels very well: It can be performed
in an intimate space as small as 15’W X 10’D or a moderately large auditorium for audience sizes ranging from
15-300. We bring two boxes of props and supertitle placards and we can provide a card table and a keyboard
as necessary.

What the audience is saying…
“I really enjoyed your show last night. It was creative and a little off-beat, definitely an accessible way to
introduce opera to new audiences.” Fort Point audience member
"It is hilarious and charming and fascinating. If like me you are put off by the aura of pomp that seems to
surround opera, that is certainly no part of this cabaret show put together with great humor and intimacy
and goofiness." Nick Thorkelson, Visual Artist and Songwriter, audience member in Fort Point
“I have never been to the opera before. Seeing this show was like dipping my big toe in a foreign body of
water and finding out it’s not so bad!” Fort Point audience member
“I so enjoyed Opera Hub, they were wonderful! Hopefully they'll be back.” Arts in the Village audience
member

What presenters are saying…
“We have had some opera sung in the series previously, but for me your performance was the best! The
voices are top-notch, and your presentation solves the ‘stand-and-sing’ nature of most opera recitals.
Unless an opera is fully staged, the usual approach is to have performers sing arias all night long--sometimes
duos, sometimes trios. And if there are not many performers,
the options are limited in terms of what can be sung.
With your approach of simple staging and audience
participation, you have made opera an enjoyable, more
affordable and accessible experience that runs the range of
human emotions. By featuring five singers with different voice
types, you can cover the spectrum of all the great music. By
allowing the audience to choose the action, you are making
them participants while showcasing your performers' skill and
knowledge of the music.”
Shawn Kendrick, Arts in the Village Program Coordinator

See our promo video at…

http://goo.gl/gFY2gn
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